Directions for Use

Famos Contact Label Gun
Reference: 15.300.250
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1. General Information
The Famos Contact Label Gun is specially designed to be used with Famos Contact Double Labels for
documentation and traceability purposes in CSSD.
This Contact Label Gun works very efficiently and it is very easy to use in terms of loading, carrying and
printing. Below are the steps also shown in pictures you should follow to make your label gun ready for
use.

2. Setting the print:

Pull adjustment knob (B) to the
desired position and turn knob to
select character to be printed. (A) The
14. position on print band is always
vacant ! IMPORTANT: Adjustment
knob must be pressed in before
operating to avoid damage to the
print head.
3. Insert of the label roll:

Press both stop pins (C) in direction of
arrow to open bottom (D). Insert new
label roll as shown on figure.
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Please release 10 labels from the roll
Pull out the backing material approx.
10 cm and close bottom until it snaps.

Note that the backing material is
place behind the two pins at the
bottom‐front (refer to arrows). In this
way a correct printing is ensured.

Note that the backing material is
place behind the two pins at the
bottom‐front (refer to arrows). In this
way a correct printing is ensured.
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4. Opening the front plate (F):

Put the index finger into rectangular
bore at front plate (F), support with
thumb on housing and open front
plate with index finger.

5. Changing the carriage with ink rollers Duo (G):

Hold the knurled area of carriage (G)
between thumb and index finger,
spread the yellow swivel arm (H) until
you can pull carriage with ink rollers
out of the front (F).

6. Insert of new carriage complete with ink rollers (G):

Hold front plate (F) and yellow swivel
arm with one hand. Take carriage at
knurled area with the other hand and
make it horizontally snap in (see
direction of arrow)
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7. Closing front plate (F):

Press yellow swivel arm to the back
and bottom (1) and close front plate
tight (2)
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